
 

Traffic was released in 1998. It is an American crime drama film directed by Steven Soderbergh and written by Stephen Gaghan. This movie is based on the 1989 nonfiction book of the same title by British author James Wainwright, documenting his experiences as a narcotics detective with the Thames Valley Police. The film stars Michael Douglas, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Luis Guzmán, Don Cheadle
and Albert Finney. This blog post will tell you the basics of what you need to know about Traffic (1998). Traffic is a movie about the war on drugs . The movie has its main focus on drug trafficking. Here are five important things you should know about Traffic . This is the explanation of the story, which is based on events that occurred in 1989. A police officer named Max Woodburn (Don Cheadle)
discovers one day that Rafael Díaz (Miguel Ferrer), a man from his neighborhood, is a heroin dealer. It turns out that he has been selling heroin since he returned from Vietnam with wounds from war and found his way to drugs to deal with them. His partner in crime is Frank Lopez (Steven Bauer) an American expatriate who also deals with cocaine and marijuana. Max makes the arrest and the two
are sent to prison. The following day, Max is taken to meet with James Carver (Michael Douglas), an important politician who is running for Senate on the upcoming elections. It turns out that Carver was also Rafael's heroin dealer, which he admits. However, he tells Max that his election will probably be successful with him in jail because of his past record of doing charity work for unwed mothers
and homeless people. He also admits that he got Rafael to deal drugs for him when he returned from Vietnam. Later they meet again after Carver gets elected Senator and talk about what crime Rafael will serve time for. Max eventually gets Rafael moved to the maximum security prison in Atlanta, Georgia. There he meets several drug dealers and his past friend Franklin (Albert Finney). Rafael soon
begins running drugs for him. At the same time, Rafael starts getting into trouble with other inmates, because of his past record of doing charity work for homeless people. His fellow inmates earn money by selling him out to other prisoners in return for favors, but Rafael refuses to cooperate with them anymore. Then Rafael gets an opportunity to run drugs inside the prison itself. However, this time
he decides not only to sell it but also not share any profits with Frank who is also selling drugs inside the prison. Rafael runs the drugs through a network that he has set up for his fellow inmates and they eventually begin to send Rafael drugs through his network. Whenever Rafael needs money, he gets it from Carver, but this time Rafael uses his connection with him to get Frank sent to another prison.
Carver's partner in crime is Maynard Long (Luis Guzmán). He introduces Max to Maynard because he needs help with something that involves using credit cards. Max agrees but later discovers that Maynard was trying to manipulate him into getting Rafael released from prison so he can have Rafael run drugs for him inside the prison.
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